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INTRODUCTION

IN THIS BOOK

As a budding chef, you know how important a knife can 
be in making your time in the kitchen easy and enjoyable. 
Now that you have a new knife (or will soon purchase one), 
it’s time to remind you of all the best practices you want to 
implement to make your new quality knife last a long time. 

Not only is this a good way to make sure you don’t need to 
buy another knife anytime soon, but it will also speed up 
your cooking. Learning proper technique and grip makes 
cooking much more effortless, so you can focus on plan-
ning out even more delicious meals.  

If you’re trying to get the most out of your new knife, this 
book is going to be very helpful. First, we are going to teach 
you the best grip for your knife. There are many ways to 
hold a knife, but some of them can actually be dangerous 
to your tendons (or fingertips, if you’re clumsy). 

Next, we will get into the three most basic knife techniques 
(slicing, chopping, and dicing). Learning these, or fixing your 
old technique, will help you get your prep work done way 
more quickly. 

Finally, we will give you all the best practices that will keep 
your knife in great condition for a long time to come. After 
you read this book, you will be able to enjoy and use your 
knife better than ever before.  

CHAPTER 01
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CHAPTER 02
HOW TO HOLD 
YOUR KNIFE

COMMON WAYS TO HOLD YOUR KNIFE

Learning how to hold your knife may be one of the most 
important things you do, as it will make you safer and more 
effective, which means you will enjoy using your knife more 
as well. The last thing you want to do is cut yourself (short-
term damage) or cause strain to your tendon. 

There are several common ways 
to hold your knife, and we are 
going to discuss three of them. 
These three have been select-
ed based on their safety levels, 
and we will explain why in a bit. 

The first and most common 
method is with the fingers 
wrapped around the handle 

and the thumb on the spine of the knife. This is relatively 
stable and keeps your fingers away from harm. This grip 
should be avoided as it strains your tendons which causes 
fatigue in wrist and finger and can eventually result in car-
pal tunnel. Rather put your index finger on the spine of the 
knife instead.

Another way you can hold your knife is with your fingers 
and thumb wrapped around the handle. This method is 
sturdy and safe, but may lack some of the control of other 
methods. 
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Finally, the way you will see a lot of chefs use their knives, 
and the way we would recommend, pinch the blade with 
your thumb and index finger, and wrap your remaining fin-
gers around the blade. This is safe and gives you the best 
grip of your blade. It is also possible to use this grip with 
two fingers and a thumb pinching the blade, but this is a 
matter of personal preference. 

What we would generally recommend is figuring out which 
grip is comfortable to you and sticking with that. You need 
to be able to make circular motions with your blade, so 
practice that motion with each grip until you settle on the 
one best for you. 

03

SAFETY WITH YOUR OTHER HAND
Many aspiring chefs spend a lot 
of time worrying about what 
they are doing with their knife 
hand and forget to practice the 
technique of their other hand. 
Your non-dominant hand is 
actually the hand most at risk 
when you are using your knife. 

It is recommended that you curl 

your fingers enough that the knuckles in your fingers are 
coming into contact with the knife first. The rule we use is 
“if you can’t see your fingertips, you can’t cut them.” 
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CHAPTER 03
BASIC TECHNIQUES

SLICING

As you get started with your knife, you’re going to need 
to learn some basic techniques. We are going to walk you 
through how to execute the three most commonly used 
techniques: slicing, dicing, and chopping.

The act of slicing is exactly what 
it sounds like: creating a bunch 
of slices of whatever meat or 
vegetable you are working with. 
This is probably the most basic 
technique you can learn, and 
most people end up intuitively 
figuring it out in the process of 
cooking for the first time. 

The first step of slicing is positioning your food so it is in a 
stable position on a flat surface. Any sliding or shifting will 
make your technique less effective, as well as increasing 
the chance of you hurting yourself. If you’re working with 
a round food (an onion, for example) cut it in half to add 
stability. 

Hold the tip of the blade to the cutting board and angle the 
knife upwards. Then, pull the knife backward at the same 
time as you push downwards. As the blade starts slicing 
into the food, push the blade forward to finish the slice. 
The motion you just performed should have been circular, 
and will lead to easy repetition as you proceed to make 
more slices. 
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As we mentioned in the previous chapter, you want to pro-
tect your non-dominant hand from getting sliced itself by 
keeping your fingers curled. Your knuckles will be touching 
the flat of the knife. This will help you gain more certainty 
of your safety and get faster without the worry of cutting 
your fingertips. 

In addition to being effective with meat or vegetables, slic-
ing can be helpful with rough herbs. 
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DICING
To dice something is to finely 
chop it into small pieces. This is 
often done with vegetables in 
many recipes, and requires a re-
fined technique to avoid harm 
and give even cubes. 

The most commonly diced food 
is an onion, so picture it as we 
lead you through the exercise. 

As we mentioned in the slicing part of the chapter, you 
want to cut the onion in half so you have stability while 
you attempt to dice it. 

Your first step will be to make vertical cuts into the onion, 
but without cutting all the way through. It is imperative the 
pieces stay intact, and if you fully slice the onion, it will fall 
apart and make your job much harder. 

Now that you’ve done the vertical cuts, you will rotate the 
onion (or whatever food you are using) 90 degrees and 
proceed to fully slice it. The combination of these two an-
gles will result in a bunch of tiny cubes of onion to do with 
as you wish. And as always, pay attention to your finger-
tips! 
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THE CHOP

MORE ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

Very similar to the slice is the 
chop. This is where you are do-
ing almost the exact same set-
up as the slice, but instead of 
positioning the tip of the blade 
on the cutting board, you are 
holding the blade completely 
horizontal and pushing down. 

The effect is essentially the 
same, and it really comes down 

The slice, dice, and chop are all 
useful techniques, but you will 
eventually need to learn other 
skills. Three other techniques 
we use ourselves are julienning, 
rock-chopping, or mincing. 

To julienne is to cut something 
like a pepper into long thing 
strips. It is similar to a slice or 
chop, but different in motion 

to a matter of preference. Regardless, you are going to end 
up with slices, but many view slicing as the most graceful 
and effective way to work in the kitchen. Most of the time, 
the type of food you are cutting will also be a deciding fac-
tor in what technique you use. 

and aesthetic. Rock-chopping is good for herbs or leafy 
greens where you can oscillate the knife back and forth to 
create a bunch of small cuts. Finally, mincing has you use 
the flat of the blade to push down on something soft (like 
garlic) and create that crushed effect. 

All of these are useful, but make sure you master the basics 
first!
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CHAPTER 04
CARING FOR YOUR 
KNIFE

PASSIVE ACTIONS

Caring for your knife is the best thing you can do to make 
sure it lasts a long time. You’ve invested some capital in it, 
so now you need to make sure that doesn’t go to waste. 

There are two types of actions you can take to keep your 
knife in tip-top condition: passive and active. We are going 
to go through both of them so you have every chance to 
keep your knife working well for a long time to come. 

There are some things you can 
do once or make a habit, and 
after that, they will continually 
help to keep your knife in good 
condition. One example is us-
ing a wooden or plastic cutting 
board, as this preserves the 
edge of your knife a lot more 
than using a granite or steel 
countertop. 

Another thing you can do is store your knife separate-
ly from all your other silverware. You want your knife 
sheathed and protected, because the wear and tear that 
results from knives constantly bumping into each other will 
do more damage than any work with food will. 
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Finally, you shouldn’t let your knife sit in the sink. Instead, 
hand wash the knife and dry it right away. This prevents 
rust and additional damage to the knife, and is a generally 
safe practice to follow as well. 

ACTIVE INTERVENTIONS
You are going to need to ac-
tively take care of your knife at 
times. This means a few things. 
First, you should be honing 
the blade regularly. Not using 
a honing rod is like buying a 
car and not filling it with fuel! 
The honing motion should be a 
smooth movement of the blade 
across the rod at 20-30 degree 

angle, 5-10 times each side. It’s very simple, but makes a 
difference over time. 

Additionally, you should sharpen your blade once a year. 
This will help get rid of the nicks and blemishes on your 
blade and is a good practice to get into. You can opt for an 
electric sharpener, but the best thing to do is to learn how 
to use a pumice stone properly. 
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CHAPTER 05
CONCLUSION

BACK TO CONTENT

This ebook should have given you a quick and effective 
introduction on how to use your knife. We tried to place an 
emphasis on safety the whole way through, because that is 
very important when you are starting off and not used to 
using such an effective and sharp tool. 

By mastering the grip of your blade, you will be able to 
better learn the slicing, dicing, and chopping techniques. 
Other advanced techniques will come as you encounter 
recipes that require them but perfecting the basic ones will 
enable you to keep your knife in good condition.  It is likely 
that your kitchen has many knives, but when you have a 
new knife you should treat it like a precious tool. If you 
follow the above advice on how to care for your knife, it 
will last for many years and make your time in the kitchen 
more enjoyable.
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